BOWIE COMMUNITY CENTER
OPTION 2
Bowie Community Center

**PLAYGROUND SUPERVISION REQUIRED**

Plan Dimensions:
- Area: 3265 SqFt
- Perimeter: 240 Ft
- Fall Height: 9 Ft

Equipment Sizes:
- BOWL SWING
- COMBI 102
- CONGAS
- HARMONY BELLS
- HARMONY FLOWERS
- LOG PILLARS
- NATURAL BOULDER
- PLAYCUBES 8.0 SL
- SPIN CLIP
- COZY COCOON
- OLD FENCE LINE
- 4" MAPLE

Supervision Required:
- ASTM F1487-11
- CPSC #325

Access: ADA Schedule

Total Elevated Play Activities: X
Total Ground-Level Play Activities: X
Accessible Elevated Activities: X
Accessible Ground-Level Play Activities: X

User Capacity: 90
Age Group: 2-12

Drawn by: SSHEEHY
Date: 20-MAY-20

Playground Specialists Inc.
11700 Whates Ln.
Thurmont, MD 21788